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Strange But Mostly True
2020-01-31

strange debris is found in a field near roswell new mexico many suspect it is an alien spacecraft fires burn beneath a town for over 50
years rocks weighing several hundred pounds move across land on their own are these unbelievable tales real find out in this fascinating
collection of short stories who isn t fascinated by the world of the weird these story collections are the ultimate in high interest reading the
people places and things within their pages range from the peculiar to the preposterous from the creepy to the utterly terrifying and from
the odd to the awful yet all stories are based on eyewitness accounts or the solid research of serious investigators captivating facts are
included in a strange truth section following each story

Weird But True 1: Expanded Edition
2018

offers a collection of true facts about animals food science pop culture outer space geography and weather

Weird Math
2018-04-17

a teenage genius and his teacher take readers on a wild ride to the extremes of mathematics everyone has stared at the crumpled page of
a math assignment and wondered where on earth will i ever use this it turns out earth is precisely the place as teen math prodigy agnijo
banerjee and his teacher david darling reveal complex math surrounds us if we think long enough about the universe we re left not with
material stuff but a ghostly and beautiful set of equations packed with puzzles and paradoxes mind bending concepts and surprising
solutions weird math leads us from a lyrical exploration of mathematics in our universe to profound questions about god chance and
infinity a magical introduction to the mysteries of math it will entrance beginners and seasoned mathematicians alike
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Weird But True! 1
2024

offers a collection of facts about animals food science pop culture outer space geography and weather

Testing R Code
2017-01-12

learn how to write r code with fewer bugs the problem with programming is that you are always one typo away from writing something
silly likewise with data analysis a small mistake in your model can lead to a big mistake in your results combining the two disciplines
means that it is all too easy for a missed minus sign to generate a false prediction that you don t spot until it s too late testing is the only
way to be sure that your code and your results are correct testing r code teaches you how to perform development time testing using the
testthat package allowing you to ensure that your code works as intended the book also teaches run time testing using the assertive
package enabling your users to correctly run your code after beginning with an introduction to testing in r the book explores more
advanced cases such as integrating tests into r packages testing code that accesses databases testing c code with rcpp and testing
graphics each topic is explained with real world examples and has accompanying exercises for readers to practise their skills only a small
amount of experience with r is needed to get started

Logic and the Way of Jesus
2022-02-15

in logic and the way of jesus philosophy professor travis dickinson recaptures the need for a christian view of reality highlighting the use of
reason and evidence to develop and defend christian beliefs he demonstrates how jesus employed logic in his teachings surveys the basic
concepts of logic and marries those concepts with practical application while dickinson contends that christians have failed to engage the
culture deeply because they have failed to emphasize and value a christian intellect he offers encouragement that embracing the life of
the christian mind can impact the world for the cause and kingdom of christ
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Cracking the GMAT with 2 Practice Tests, 2014 Edition
2013-07-16

the princeton review gets results get all the prep you need to ace the gmat with 2 full length practice tests coverage of all gmat topics and
extra practice online this ebook version of cracking the gmat has been specially formatted for on screen viewing with cross linked
questions answers and explanations inside the book all the practice strategies you need diagnostic exam sections to assess where you
stand over 180 additional practice test questions sorted by difficulty complete subject review of all gmat test topics drills for every section
from data sufficiency to reading comprehension step by step instruction on the integrated reasoning question types proven techniques like
process of elimination and plugging in the answers for raising your score exclusive access to more practice and resources online 2
additional full length practice exams instant score reports for all multiple choice questions full answer explanations free performance
analysis extra math and verbal drills to hone your technique informational updates on the integrated reasoning section

Beasts of Burden
2017-03-07

a beautifully written deeply provocative inquiry into the intersection of animal and disability liberation and the debut of an important new
social critic how much of what we understand of ourselves as human depends on our physical and mental abilities how we move or cannot
move in and interact with the world and how much does our definition of human depend on its difference from animal drawing on her own
experiences as a disabled person a disability activist and an animal advocate author sunaura taylor persuades us to think deeply and
sometimes uncomfortably about what divides the human from the animal the disabled from the nondisabled and what it might mean to
break down those divisions to claim the animal and the vulnerable in ourselves in a process she calls cripping animal ethics beasts of
burden suggests that issues of disability and animal justice which have heretofore primarily been presented in opposition are in fact
deeply entangled fusing philosophy memoir and science including factory farming disability oppression and our assumptions of human
superiority over animals taylor draws attention to new worlds of experience and empathy that will open up important avenues of solidarity
across species and ability beasts of burden is a wonderfully engaging and elegantly written work both philosophical and personal by a
brilliant debut author
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4th Grade Language Development: Inquiry and Research
2003-12-15

language development inquiry and research provides rich support in the development of inquiry based learning skills and research writing
a variety of curriculum correlated activities help learners explore the most important foundational skills of research and research writing
and pre and post assessments aid teachers in individualizing instruction diagnosing the areas where students are struggling and
measuring achievement and support standards

Logic With Added Reasoning
2002-09-04

this concise text treats logic as a tool generated so that half the work involved in thinking is done for you by somebody else the rules and
laws of the logic gabbay explains in a clear and careful manner how formal features of and formal relations between ordinary declarative
sentences are captured by the systems of propositional and predicate logic

Data Analysis with R, Second Edition
2018-03-28

learn by example the fundamentals of data analysis as well as several intermediate to advanced methods and techniques ranging from
classification and regression to bayesian methods and mcmc which can be put to immediate use key features analyze your data using r
the most powerful statistical programming language learn how to implement applied statistics using practical use cases use popular r
packages to work with unstructured and structured data book description frequently the tool of choice for academics r has spread deep
into the private sector and can be found in the production pipelines at some of the most advanced and successful enterprises the power
and domain specificity of r allows the user to express complex analytics easily quickly and succinctly starting with the basics of r and
statistical reasoning this book dives into advanced predictive analytics showing how to apply those techniques to real world data though
with real world examples packed with engaging problems and exercises this book begins with a review of r and its syntax with packages
like rcpp ggplot2 and dplyr from there get to grips with the fundamentals of applied statistics and build on this knowledge to perform
sophisticated and powerful analytics solve the difficulties relating to performing data analysis in practice and find solutions to working with
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messy data large data communicating results and facilitating reproducibility this book is engineered to be an invaluable resource through
many stages of anyone s career as a data analyst what you will learn gain a thorough understanding of statistical reasoning and sampling
theory employ hypothesis testing to draw inferences from your data learn bayesian methods for estimating parameters train regression
classification and time series models handle missing data gracefully using multiple imputation identify and manage problematic data
points learn how to scale your analyses to larger data with rcpp data table dplyr and parallelization put best practices into effect to make
your job easier and facilitate reproducibility who this book is for budding data scientists and data analysts who are new to the concept of
data analysis or who want to build efficient analytical models in r will find this book to be useful no prior exposure to data analysis is
needed although a fundamental understanding of the r programming language is required to get the best out of this book

Physical: Feats & Failures
2018-03-29

read along or enhanced ebook the human body can achieve amazing feats but with every new physical feat there are many failures
readers will learn about some of the most amazing physical feats in history in this inspiring nonfiction title readers will learn about sports
records daredevils like evel knievel and the incredible determination that athletes of all kinds have in order to achieve amazing things
featuring brilliant images and photos charts graphs informational text and stunning facts this book will have readers engaged and amazed

The Mathematics of Ciphers
1999-01-15

this book is an introduction to the algorithmic aspects of number theory and its applications to cryptography with special emphasis on the
rsa cryptosys tem it covers many of the familiar topics of elementary number theory all with an algorithmic twist the text also includes
many interesting historical notes

Data Analysis with R
2015-12-22

load wrangle and analyze your data using the world s most powerful statistical programming language about this book load manipulate
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and analyze data from different sources gain a deeper understanding of fundamentals of applied statistics a practical guide to performing
data analysis in practice who this book is for whether you are learning data analysis for the first time or you want to deepen the
understanding you already have this book will prove to an invaluable resource if you are looking for a book to bring you all the way
through the fundamentals to the application of advanced and effective analytics methodologies and have some prior programming
experience and a mathematical background then this is for you what you will learn navigate the r environment describe and visualize the
behavior of data and relationships between data gain a thorough understanding of statistical reasoning and sampling employ hypothesis
tests to draw inferences from your data learn bayesian methods for estimating parameters perform regression to predict continuous
variables apply powerful classification methods to predict categorical data handle missing data gracefully using multiple imputation
identify and manage problematic data points employ parallelization and rcpp to scale your analyses to larger data put best practices into
effect to make your job easier and facilitate reproducibility in detail frequently the tool of choice for academics r has spread deep into the
private sector and can be found in the production pipelines at some of the most advanced and successful enterprises the power and
domain specificity of r allows the user to express complex analytics easily quickly and succinctly with over 7 000 user contributed
packages it s easy to find support for the latest and greatest algorithms and techniques starting with the basics of r and statistical
reasoning data analysis with r dives into advanced predictive analytics showing how to apply those techniques to real world data though
with real world examples packed with engaging problems and exercises this book begins with a review of r and its syntax from there get to
grips with the fundamentals of applied statistics and build on this knowledge to perform sophisticated and powerful analytics solve the
difficulties relating to performing data analysis in practice and find solutions to working with messy data large data communicating results
and facilitating reproducibility this book is engineered to be an invaluable resource through many stages of anyone s career as a data
analyst style and approach learn data analysis using engaging examples and fun exercises and with a gentle and friendly but
comprehensive learn by doing approach

LD SAT Study Guide
2009-06-02

the first sat guide for students with learning disabilities for the growing number of students with learning disabilities who take the sat each
year studying for the test is even more grueling than it is for traditional students there is nothing on the market to prepare them for the
sat and traditional manuals are inadequate both in content and presentation ld sat study guide is the first commercially available sat
preparation manual that prepares students with disabilities in general and devotes specific attention and instruction to the more common
disabilities including dyslexia add adhd nonverbal learning disabilities math disabilities and visual or auditory processing disorders as a
free supplement to the book readers will have access to a companion website that enables them to take several practice tests and receive
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subject specific feedback that pinpoints their strengths and weaknesses students can then focus their preparation accordingly to maximize
their overall sat score

The Complete Checklist of Science-fiction Magazines
1961

an introduction to perl including tips for pc users and nt specific examples

Learning Perl on Win32 Systems
1997

this handbook focuses on some important topics from number theory and discrete mathematics these include the sum of divisors function
with the many old and new issues on perfect numbers euler s totient and its many facets the möbius function along with its
generalizations extensions and applications the arithmetic functions related to the divisors or the digits of a number the stirling bell
bernoulli euler and eulerian numbers with connections to various fields of pure or applied mathematics each chapter is a survey and can
be viewed as an encyclopedia of the considered field underlining the interconnections of number theory with combinatorics numerical
mathematics algebra or probability theory this reference work will be useful to specialists in number theory and discrete mathematics as
well as mathematicians or scientists who need access to some of these results in other fields of research

Handbook of Number Theory II
2004

mikita brottman wonders just why is reading so great it s a solitary practice one that takes away from time that could be spent developing
important social networking skills reading s not required for health happiness or a loving family and if reading is so important why are
catchy slogans like reading changes lives and champions read needed to hammer the point home fearlessly tackling the notion that
nonreaders are doomed to lives of despair and mental decay brottman makes the case that the value of reading lies not in its ability to
ward off alzheimer s or that it s a pleasant hobby rather she argues that like that other well known solitary vice masturbation reading is
ultimately not an act of pleasure but a tool for self exploration one that allows people to see the world through the eyes of others and lets
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them travel deep into the darkness of the human condition

言語の諸相
1966

introduction to logic is clear and concise uses interesting examples many philosophical in nature and has easy to use proof methods its
key features retained in this third edition include simpler ways to test arguments including an innovative proof method and the star test
for syllogisms a wide scope of materials suiting it for introductory or intermediate courses engaging examples from philosophy and
everyday life useful for self study and preparation for standardized tests like the lsat a reasonable price a third the cost of some
competitors and exercises that correspond to the free logicola instructional program this third edition improves explanations especially on
areas that students find difficult has a fuller explanation of traditional copi proofs and of truth trees and updates the companion logicola
software which now is touch friendly for use on windows tablets and touch monitors installs more easily on windows and macintosh and
adds exercises on copi proofs and on truth trees you can still install logicola for free from harryhiker com lc or routledge com cw gensler

The Solitary Vice
2008-02-28

brueckner and ebbs debate whether a person can coherently doubt that she knows what thoughts her utterances express

Introduction to Logic
2017-01-06

semantic externalism is the view that the meanings of referring terms and the contents of beliefs that are expressed by those terms are
not fully determined by factors internal to the speaker but are instead bound up with the environment the debate about semantic
externalism is one of the most important but difficult topics in philosophy of mind and language and has consequences for our
understanding of the role of social institutions and the physical environment in constituting language and the mind in this long needed
book jesper kallestrup provides an invaluable map of the problem beginning with a thorough introduction to the theories of descriptivism
and referentialism and the work of frege and kripke kallestrup moves on to analyse putnam s twin earth argument burge s arthritis
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argument and davidson s swampman argument he also discusses how semantic externalism is at the heart of important topics such as
indexical thoughts epistemological skepticism self knowledge and mental causation including chapter summaries a glossary of terms and
an annotated guide to further reading semantic externalism an ideal guide for students studying philosophy of language and philosophy of
mind

Debating Self-Knowledge
2012-06-21

bayesian modeling and computation in python aims to help beginner bayesian practitioners to become intermediate modelers it uses a
hands on approach with pymc3 tensorflow probability arviz and other libraries focusing on the practice of applied statistics with references
to the underlying mathematical theory the book starts with a refresher of the bayesian inference concepts the second chapter introduces
modern methods for exploratory analysis of bayesian models with an understanding of these two fundamentals the subsequent chapters
talk through various models including linear regressions splines time series bayesian additive regression trees the final chapters include
approximate bayesian computation end to end case studies showing how to apply bayesian modelling in different settings and a chapter
about the internals of probabilistic programming languages finally the last chapter serves as a reference for the rest of the book by getting
closer into mathematical aspects or by extending the discussion of certain topics this book is written by contributors of pymc3 arviz bambi
and tensorflow probability among other libraries

Semantic Externalism
2013-03

the a to z of logic introduces the central concepts of the field in a series of brief non technical cross referenced dictionary entries the 352
alphabetically arranged entries give a clear basic introduction to a very broad range of logical topics entries can be found on deductive
systems such as propositional logic modal logic deontic logic temporal logic set theory many valued logic mereology and paraconsistent
logic similarly there are entries on topics relating to those previously mentioned such as negation conditionals truth tables and proofs
historical periods and figures are also covered including ancient logic medieval logic buddhist logic aristotle ockham boole frege russell
gödel and quine there are even entries relating logic to other areas and topics like biology computers ethics gender god psychology
metaphysics abstract entities algorithms the ad hominem fallacy inductive logic informal logic the liar paradox metalogic philosophy of
logic and software for learning logic in addition to the dictionary there is a substantial chronology listing the main events in the history of
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logic an introduction that sketches the central ideas of logic and how it has evolved into what it is today and an extensive bibliography of
related readings this book is not only useful for specialists but also understandable to students and other beginners in the field

Bayesian Modeling and Computation in Python
2021-12-28

get in the game and learn essential computer algorithms by solving competitive programming problems in the fully revised second edition
of the bestselling original still no math required are you hitting a wall with data structures and algorithms whether you re a student
prepping for coding interviews or an independent learner this book is your essential guide to efficient problem solving in programming
unlock the power of data structures algorithms learn the intricacies of hash tables recursion dynamic programming trees graphs and heaps
become proficient in choosing and implementing the best solutions for any coding challenge real world competition proven code examples
the programs and challenges in this book aren t just theoretical they re drawn from real programming competitions train with problems
that have tested and honed the skills of coders around the world get interview ready prepare yourself for coding interviews with practice
exercises that help you think algorithmically weigh different solutions and implement the best choices efficiently written in c useful across
languages the code examples are written in c and designed for clarity and accessibility to those familiar with languages like c java or
python if you need help with the c code no problem we ve got recommended reading too algorithmic thinking is the complete package
providing the solid foundation you need to elevate your coding skills to the next level

The A to Z of Logic
2010

your logical linear guide to the fundamentals of data science programming data science is exploding in a good way with a forecast of 1 7
megabytes of new information created every second for each human being on the planet by 2020 and 11 5 million job openings by 2026 it
clearly pays dividends to be in the know this friendly guide charts a path through the fundamentals of data science and then delves into
the actual work linear regression logical regression machine learning neural networks recommender engines and cross validation of
models data science programming all in one for dummies is a compilation of the key data science machine learning and deep learning
programming languages python and r it helps you decide which programming languages are best for specific data science needs it also
gives you the guidelines to build your own projects to solve problems in real time get grounded the ideal start for new data professionals
what lies ahead learn about specific areas that data is transforming be meaningful find out how to tell your data story see clearly pick up
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the art of visualization whether you re a beginning student or already mid career get your copy now and add even more meaning to your
life and everyone else s

Algorithmic Thinking, 2nd Edition
2024-01-23

published to coincide with the 50th anniversary of the outsider this comprehensive annotated bibliography of primary and secondary
sources has been fully revised and updated incorporating an author chronology and an exhaustive index aimed at scholars collectors and
fans worldwide it also includes details of non english translations of wilson s work

Data Science Programming All-in-One For Dummies
2019-12-09

master professional level coding in rust for developers who ve mastered the basics this book is the next step on your way to professional
level programming in rust it covers everything you need to build and maintain larger code bases write powerful and flexible applications
and libraries and confidently expand the scope and complexity of your projects author jon gjengset takes you deep into the rust
programming language dissecting core topics like ownership traits concurrency and unsafe code you ll explore key concepts like type
layout and trait coherence delve into the inner workings of concurrent programming and asynchrony with async await and take a tour of
the world of no std programming gjengset also provides expert guidance on api design testing strategies and error handling and will help
develop your understanding of foreign function interfaces object safety procedural macros and much more you ll learn how to design
reliable idiomatic and ergonomic rust programs based on best principles effective use of declarative and procedural macros and the
difference between them how asynchrony works in rust all the way from the pin and waker types used in manual implementations of
futures to how async await saves you from thinking about most of those words what it means for code to be unsafe and best practices for
writing and interacting with unsafe functions and traits how to organize and configure more complex rust projects so that they integrate
nicely with the rest of the ecosystem how to write rust code that can interoperate with non rust libraries and systems or run in constrained
and embedded environments brimming with practical pragmatic insights that you can immediately apply rust for rustaceans helps you do
more with rust while also teaching you its underlying mechanisms
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Colin Wilson, the First Fifty Years
2006

in marriages and families in the twenty first century a bioecological approach tasha r howe s unique micro to macro perspective invites all
readers to explore the full complexity of contemporary relationships and family structures within their ever changing social cultural
psychological and biological frameworks the illuminating narrative leads students into the future of the field by uniting the latest
developmental science with everyday examples that place the individual within the context of family peers neighbors teachers schools
media religious institutions and culture the third edition encourages students to analyze and apply the material with abundant self
reflection exercises self assessments case studies and critical thinking questions providing them with a firm grasp of the research as well
as concrete tools to use in their own lives relationships and careers this title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning package
contact your sage representative to request a demo learning platform courseware sage vantage is an intuitive learning platform that
integrates quality sage textbook content with assignable multimedia activities and auto graded assessments to drive student engagement
and ensure accountability unparalleled in its ease of use and built for dynamic teaching and learning vantage offers customizable lms
integration and best in class support it s a learning platform you and your students will actually love learn more assignable video with
assessment assignable video available in sage vantage is tied to learning objectives and curated exclusively for this text to bring concepts
to life watch a sample video now lms cartridge import this title s instructor resources into your school s learning management system lms
and save time don t use an lms you can still access all of the same online resources for this title via the password protected instructor
resource site learn more

Rust for Rustaceans
2021-12-21

the pearson education library collection offers you over 1200 fiction nonfiction classic adapted classic illustrated classic short stories
biographies special anthologies atlases visual dictionaries history trade animal sports titles and more

Marriages and Families in the 21st Century
2023-02-02
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foreword by bruce jay friedman evil criminals damsels in distress the detective pulp magazine turned into something new during the cold
war paranoia of the 50s and 60s becoming men s adventure magazines this forgotten horror filled patriotic genre with its sinister torture
happy nazis reds cubans and animals was home to three dozen titles and some of the best illustrators of the time revisiting these
magazines and reproducing more than 150 of the best covers and interior illustrations it s a man s world will transport you to another
world

Weird and Mysterious Stories
1998-05

classic stories of occult fiction by dion fortune edgar allan poe oscar wilde h p lovecraft bram stoker marie corelli r w chambers and more
these are the authors and tales that inspired modern masters like stephen king neil gaiman and nic pizzolatto edited and introduced by
leading occult author and scholar judika illes these powerfully evocative stories some of which have been forgotten over the years like
buried treasure will thrill and chill readers to the bone during the dark eerie hours when the wind is blowing and the ghosts are roaming
outside these tales can fill a night with pleasant terror as well as encouraging our minds to venture beyond the mundane into the realm of
the fantastic

It's a Man's World
2003

detailed full spread scenes each feature five out of place or wrong things to find lively text provides facts and clues as well as key
information about the wrong and the right things included in the scenes designed to challenge your children and push them to work things
out for themselves they ll also be encouraged to think about where the wrong things do belong

Children's Books In Print 1979-1980
1979

an examination of austin s rapid economic and creative growth and local attitudes toward the texas capitol s transformation as an urban
center austin texas at the beginning of the twenty first century is experiencing one of the most dynamic periods in its history wedged
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between homogenizing growth and a long tradition of rebellious nonconformity many austinites feel that they are amid a battle for the city
s soul from this struggle a movement has emerged as a form of resistance to the rapid urban transformation brought about in recent years
keep austin weird originated in 2000 as a grassroots expression of place attachment and anti commercialization its popularity has led to
its use as a rallying cry for local business as a rhetorical tool by city governance and now as the unofficial civic motto for a city
experiencing rapid growth and transformation by using keep austin weird as a central focus joshua long explores the links between sense
of place consumption patterns sustainable development and urban politics in austin research on this phenomenon considers the strong
influence of the creative class thesis on smart growth strategies gentrification income inequality and social polarization made popular by
the works of richard florida this study is highly applicable to several emerging creative cities but holds special significance for the city
considered the greatest creative success story austin

The Weiser Book of the Fantastic and Forgotten
2016-10-01

plants have played key roles in science fiction novels graphic novels and film john wyndham s triffids algernon blackwood s willows and
han kang s sprouting woman are just a few examples plants surround us sustain us pique our imaginations and inhabit our metaphors but
in many ways they remain opaque the scope of their alienation is as broad as their biodiversity and yet literary reflections of plant life are
driven as are many threads of science fictional inquiry by the concerns of today plants in science fiction is the first ever collected volume
on plants in science fiction and its original essays argue that plant life in sf is transforming our attitudes toward morality politics economics
and cultural life at large questioning and shifting our understandings of institutions nations borders and boundaries erecting and
dismantling new visions of utopian and dystopian futures

What's Wrong? On The Move
2019-04-16

the graphic novel adaptations of the 1 new york times bestselling wings of fire series continue to set the world on fire one will have the
power of wings of fire sunny has always taken the dragonet prophecy very seriously if pyrrhia s dragons need her clay tsunami glory and
starflight to end the war she s ready to try she even has some good ideas how to do it if anyone would listen to her but shattering news
from morrowseer has shaken sunny s faith in their destiny is it possible for anyone to end this terrible war and choose a new sandwing
queen what if everything they ve been through was for nothing buried secrets deadly surprises and an unexpected side to scavengers are
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all waiting for her in the shifting sands of the desert where sunny must decide once and for all is her destiny already written or can five
dragonets change their fate and save the world the way they choose

Weird City
2010-05-01

in a feeling of wrongness joseph packer and ethan stoneman confront the rhetorical challenge inherent in the concept of pessimism by
analyzing how it is represented in an eclectic range of texts on the fringes of popular culture from adult animated cartoons to speculative
fiction packer and stoneman explore how narratives such as true detective rick and morty final fantasy vii lovecraftian weird fiction and
the pop ideology of transhumanism are better suited to communicate pessimistic affect to their fans than most carefully argued
philosophical treatises and polemics they show how these popular nondiscursive texts successfully circumvent the typical defenses against
pessimism identified by peter wessel zapffe as distraction isolation anchoring and sublimation they twist genres upend common tropes
and disturb conventional narrative structures in a way that catches their audience off guard resulting in belief without cognition a more
rhetorically effective form of pessimism than philosophical pessimism while philosophers and polemicists argue for pessimism in accord
with the inherently optimistic structures of expressive thought or rhetoric packer and stoneman show how popular texts are able to
communicate their pessimism in ways that are paradoxically freed from the restrictive tools of optimism a feeling of wrongness thus
presents uncharted rhetorical possibilities for narrative making visible the rhetorical efficacy of alternate ways and means of persuasion

Plants in Science Fiction
2020-05-01

Wings of Fire: The Brightest Night: A Graphic Novel (Wings of Fire Graphic Novel
#5)
2021-12-28
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A Feeling of Wrongness
2018-11-01

Whitaker's Books in Print
1998
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